Received my grading email and it says I need to resubmit because I "failed" 4 tests and passed 32...

I looked through the tests and every test says "output matches exactly!". Where is this error coming from?

Look for something that says something like:
"timeout: the monitored command dumped core
./timelimit: line 20: 16359 Segmentation fault  timeout $*"
Those are the failed ones I think.

Mine says I failed 7 tests, and all of them say "output matches exactly", but the timeout message only appears under 3 of my tests. Under one of them, it gives me 2 different timeout messages and under another it gives me 4. Do these mean they didn't run within the given time? And if so, how could my test timeout 4 different times but still provide the correct output?

Edit: Nevermind, I see now that each timeout message is in place of a test result. However, the script doesn't even show us what is being tested to cause our program to timeout, making it much more difficult to fix.

You can get a description of the tests with:

wget beastie.cs.ua.edu/cs201/assign0-tests